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The correlated Pariser–Parr–Pople model Hamiltonian for interactingp-electrons is employed for
calculating frequency dependent linear polarizability as well as first and second hyperpolarizabilities
of linear chain phosphazenes~–PvN–!x ~x53–6!. The model parameters for phosphorus and
nitrogen are obtained by comparing the theoretical excitation energies with experimental spectra of
the known phosphazene systems. The optical gap of the phosphazene oligomers extrapolates to 3.7
eV compared to 2.8 eV of their organic analogs, namely, the polyenes. The linear polarizability of
the phosphazene systems are comparable to those of the polyenes. However, the third harmonic
generation coefficients are smaller at the same excitation energies. The power law exponent for the
third harmonic generation coefficient in phosphazenes is also much smaller than that in polyenes.
The second harmonic generation coefficients of the phosphazenes are smaller than those of the
push–pull polyenes. Introduction of terminal push–pull groups on phosphazenes does not
significantly improve the second harmonic generation response of these systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical nonlinearities of conjugated organic syste
have widely been studied in view of their potential applic
tion as active components in photonic and electro-op
devices.1,2 The research in this area is focused on find
materials exhibiting large nonlinearity, fast response tim
low transmission loss, and high thermal stability. In this co
text, the nonlinear optic~NLO! response of conjugated mo
ecules that have been investigated theoretically and exp
mentally include linear chain polyenes,3–9 polynes,10,11

cumulenes,12 and cyanines.13,14 The results indicate tha
when donor and acceptor moieties are placed at the term
positions of a conjugated backbone, both linear and non
ear responses increase significantly. The magnitude of
lecular polarizability and hyperpolarizability coefficients a
found to increase superlinearly with an increase in the c
jugation length~chain length of the backbone! between the
donor and the acceptor. The strength of the donor and ac
tor groups and order of their stacking along the backb
also play important roles in determining the magnitude of
response in various orders. The polyenes represent sim
conjugatedp-systems and the cyanine chain consists o
polyene chain with the terminal carbons replaced by nitro
atoms. The number of electrons in the cyanine backbon
one more than the number of electrons in the polyacetyl
chain of the same conjugation length. Several authors h
reported measurements of the first order (b) and second or-
der (g) hyperpolarizabilities for polyenes with varying cha

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
ramasesh@sscu.iisc.ernet.in
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lengths with donor and acceptor at the terminal positio
Blanchard-Desceet al.15 reported the weakest chain leng
dependence forb in push–pull diphenylpolyenes at an exc
tation frequency of 0.65 eV (b;L1.0, L is length!. The ex-
ponent was found to vary significantly with the strength
donor and acceptor substituents. Huijtset al.16 measured a
value of 3.4 for the exponent in diphenyl polyenes w
stronger donor and acceptor groups at 1.167 eV. Alb
et al.17 have calculated the exponents for length depend
cies ofa, b, andg in push–pull polyenes and they are 1
for a, 2.5 for b, and 3.8 forg at an excitation energy o
1.167 eV and for moderate push–pull strengths. Steven
et al.13 measured thea and g values for cyanine dyes as
function of chain length at 0.65 eV and observed an ex
nent of 1.0 fora and 7.8 forg. Using the sum-over-state
~SOS! formalism, Pierce14 reproduced the exponent of 8.
for g of linear chain cyanines at 0.65 eV. Albertet al.17 have
calculated the exponents as 3.04 and 4.0 forb and g of
cyanine dyes, respectively, at the same excitation energy
ing full configuration interaction studies of the Pariser–Pa
Pople~PPP! model Hamiltonian.18 It is apparent that the ex
ponents obtained for the symmetric cyanine dyes are hig
when compared to their polyene counterparts.12,13

The polyenes and linear phosphazenes have remark
similarities arising from the existence of an in-plane intera
tion of nitrogen orbitals to form a conjugated pathway fro
nitrogen to the phosphorus. A large electronegativity diff
ence between the phosphorus and the nitrogen atoms, m
the P–N bond in linear phosphazenes highly polarizable.
polarizability of phosphazene chains can be further increa
by placing donor and acceptor groups at the terminal p
il:
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tions. Previous reports on phosphazenes have discusse
participation ofd-orbitals along withpp-orbitals on nitrogen
in bonding. Bonding in these systems can be qualitativ
described as occurring through adp –pp delocalization.
Paddock and co-workers19 have suggested that the nitroge
atom issp2 hybridized and the phosphorus atom issp3 hy-
bridized in the ( –PvN– )x chain. Out of the threesp2 hy-
bridized orbitals on the nitrogen atom two of them are u
lized for s-bonding with the substituents and the third ha
pair of nonbonding electrons, thus leaving a lone electron
the unhybridizedpz orbital available forp bonding. On the
other hand, 4sp3 hybridized orbitals on the phosphorus ato
are involved ins bonds, leaving a lone electron in thed
orbital for p bonding. Thesp3 electron can now either in
teract with the lone electron on nitrogen through itsdxy or
dx22y2 orbitals to form an in planep-bonded network.
Dewar and co-workers20 have suggested the formation of
three center bond around each phosphorus. It has also
conjectured that thep-bonding is indeed a backbonding b
tween the lone pair on the nitrogen and thes* orbital of the
N–P bond.21

It is of interest to note that there exists no evidence
ther by experiments or theory to prove or disprove the ab
modes of bonding in linear~PN!x systems. However, what i
clear is that each of the nitrogen and phosphorus atoms
tribute one orbital towards the conjugation backbone. Ba
on the rudimentary picture of bonding, it is reasonable
assume that the number of electrons in the conjugated b
bone equals the total number of nitrogen and phospho
atoms forming the backbone. Thus, phosphazenes coul
considered as the inorganic analogs of polyenes. This s
larity has prompted our investigation of the linear and no
linear optical properties of phosphazenes.

In this paper, we have used the PPP Hamiltonian
have calculated the exact dynamic linear and nonlinear o
coefficients of~PN!x , wherex varies from 3 to 6. Although a
p-electron Hamiltonian is used explicitly in the calculation
the phosphorusd-orbital has been taken into considerati
by the method of parameterization. This involves finding
values for phosphorus and nitrogen parameters to be use

FIG. 1. Optical gap vs inverse system size for~PN!x systems.
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the PPP Hamiltonian. This is achieved by scanning a la
set of reasonable parameters and choosing the set that
reproduces the experimental spectra known for sim
phosphine-imine systems. Essentially thed-orbital contribu-
tion in the polarizability has been taken into consideration
a manner similar to that adopted for any semiempirical
rameterization procedure. In this paper, the dynamic N
coefficientsa, b, and g for the linear phosphazenes we
calculated at excitation energies of 0.65 and 1.167 eV
employing the correction vector~CV! method and using a
properly parametrized PPP Hamiltonian. The effect of pus
pull groups on the dynamic optic response coefficients w
also obtained. In the next section, we give a brief outline
the PPP model and the methodology employed by us. T
will be followed by a section dealing with results and di
cussion.

II. METHODOLOGY

The PPP model Hamiltonian which takes into accou
explicit electron–electron interactions in a parametriz
fashion has been discussed in detail in earlier papers,22,23and
only a brief presentation will be made here. The Hamilton
in second-quantized notation is given by

Ĥ5Ĥ01Ĥ int ,

Ĥ05(
i

e i n̂i1 (
^ i j &,s

t i j ~ âis
† â j s1â j s

† âis!, ~1!

Ĥ int5(
i

Ui

2
n̂i~ n̂i21!1(

i , j
Vi j ~ n̂i2zi !~ n̂ j2zj !,

whereâis
† (âis) creates~annihilates! an electron with spins

in the orbital involved in conjugation at sitei, e i is the orbital
energy of the orbital involved in conjugation at sitei, t i j , the
transfer integral or the Hu¨ckel resonance integral betwee
the bonded sitesi and j, and Ui is the on-site correlation
energy of the orbital at sitei. The interorbital or intersite
electron repulsion parameterVi j is given by the Ohno
parameterization,24

FIG. 2. Transition dipole moment for unsubstituted~PN!x chains vs inverse
system size.
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TABLE I. The different components of the linear polarizabilitya ~in a.u.! at two different excitation frequen-
cies 0.65 and 1.167 eV for phosphazenes. Values in parentheses correspond to polyenes and are pre
comparison~1 a.u.51.48310223 esu!.

N \v ~eV! axx axy ayy

6 0.65 84.07~85.33! 35.93~25.78! 19.15~13.48!
1.167 87.96~88.62! 37.55~26.73! 18.68~13.82!

8 0.65 125.28~139.5! 50.67~36.75! 26.44~18.48!
1.167 87.96~88.62! 37.55~26.73! 18.68~13.82!

10 0.65 168.9~201.8! 65.61~48.51! 33.76~23.60!
1.167 178.2~212.9! 69.12~51.00! 35.22~24.32!

12 0.65 214.3~270.2! 80.62~60.86! 41.07~28.81!
1.167 226.6~286.9! 85.15~64.36! 42.90~29.76!
n
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Vi j 514.397F S 28.794

Ui1U j
D 2

1r i , j
2 G2 ~1/2!

, ~2!

where the distancesRi j are in Å, the energiesUi , Vi j are in
eV andzi is the local chemical potential of the orbital give
by the number of electrons contributed by the orbitali to the
conjugation backbone. While all these parameters are
parametrized for carbon and nitrogen, for other atoms t
have not been determined. Parameterization was carried
for nitrogen17 while treating the cyanine dyes in the past.
the cyanine dyes, the terminal nitrogen atoms contribut
pair of electrons to conjugation and their parameters h
been optimized to site energy,eN5218.43 eV and on-site
correlation energy,UN515 eV relative to the carbon value
of 0.0 and 11.26 eV, respectively.22 The largerUN value re-
flects the more compactp-orbital in nitrogen and the large
negative value ofeN leads to near double occupancy of t
nitrogen orbital. The nitrogen parameters when its orb
involved in conjugation is contributing just one electron h
been optimized toeN522.96 eV andUN512.34 eV, once
again relative to carbon parameters. the accepted value o
transfer integral for the C–C bond for a bond distance
1.397 Å is 2.4 eV. The nitrogen parameters in phosphaze
will be different as they will be determined relative to pho
phorus than to carbon as~PN!x does not have any carbo
atoms in the conjugation path.

The PPP Hamiltonian considers only one active orb
per site, namely, thep orbitals on the site. This approxima
tion is valid when thes andp excitation are well separate
energetically. This appears to be the case in long conjug
oligomers. Restricting to only one orbital per site has
advantage that the full configuration interaction~CI! space is
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large but manageable even for fairly large molecules. T
Hamiltonian matrix in this space is also rather sparse
hence routinely allows accessing several low-lying states
full CI space of a few million configurations. For a give
molecule, anab initio calculation within a restricted CI spac
gives quite reliable excitation spectrum. However, wh
studying oligomers of different sizes to obtain information
the excitation spectrum in the polymer limit, the restricted
ab initio calculations have the disadvantage of not preserv
size consistency. In this regard, modeling polymers usin
properly parametrized PPP model within full CI scheme
known to lead to proper description of the polymer limit.25

Various theoretical methods used for calculating the n
linear coefficients include the finite field method~FFM!,26

the sum-over-states method~SOS!,27 and the CV method.28

In the FFM method, an external electric field is applied a
the associated change in the total energy or dipole mom
are computed. From these changes obtained at various
strengths, the linear and nonlinear optic coefficients are
culated as appropriate derivatives. The NLO coefficients t
obtained are static while other methods can yield dyna
coefficients. In the SOS method, energies of several~about
30 or more! low-lying excited states and transition momen
among these states are computed for the Hamiltonian of
system. Using these quantities, explicit perturbation sum
tions for each coefficient are performed at desired frequ
cies. In this method the number of excited states retaine
arbitrary. The assumption is that the sums are well beha
and convergence would be achieved with as few as 10
low-lying excited states even though the dimension of
configuration space is much larger~in millions or more!.
pond to

TABLE II. The different components of the linear polarizabilitya ~in a.u., 1 a.u.51.48310223 esu! at two
different frequencies 0.65 and 1.167 eV for push–pull phosphazenes. Values in parentheses corres
push–pull polyenes and are presented for comparison.

N \v ~eV! axx axy ayy

6 0.65 81.64~87.72! 33.90~26.30! 18.03~13.73!
1.167 85.55~91.22! 35.41~27.30! 18.68~14.09!

8 0.65 122.2~142.7! 49.03~37.33! 25.49~18.73!
1.167 128.5~149.6! 51.46~39.04! 26.52~19.28!

10 0.65 165.0~205.6! 64.22~49.14! 32.93~23.86!
1.167 174.1~217.2! 67.63~51.72! 34.33~24.61!

12 0.65 209.7~274.5! 79.39~61.53! 40.31~29.07!
1.167 221.8~291.8! 83.82~65.12! 42.09~30.04!



TABLE III. The different components of the first hyperpolarizabilityb ~in a.u, 1 a.u.58.637310232 esu! for various linear~PN!x systems, ateP50.0 eV and
eN525.8 eV.

N \v ~eV! bxxx bxxy bxyy byxx byxy byyy

6 0.65 2.43 3.98 6.03 2.91 5.72 3.46
1.167 220.50 4.19 8.27 22.07 6.65 4.58

8 0.65 29.80 214.00 20.24 214.17 20.66 1.44
1.167 20.88 221.07 20.19 224.11 22.47 1.82

10 0.65 94.26 239.67 210.38 237.44 210.79 21.93
1.167 77.49 257.31 214.62 249.03 216.90 23.04

12 0.65 190.7 270.58 223.11 264.67 223.40 26.17
1.167 2209.6 101.2 33.28 74.30 34.80 9.30
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However, such summations lead to uncontrolled errors in
optic coefficients.7 Morley et al.8 have achieved convergenc
within the first 50 states of polyenes. On the other ha
Docherty and co-workers29 have shown that convergenc
could not be achieved in the case of 4,4’-N,N-dimethyl
amino nitrostilbene. While in the SOS scheme, it can
claimed that the parametrization of the model Hamilton
somehow includes the effects of higher order excitations
therefore it is inappropriate to include higher excitation
there is no convincing physical basis for this argument an
is largely an article of faith.

In order to extrapolate the NLO properties of oligome
of different sizes to the polymer limit and also to obta
information such as system size dependence of the NLO
efficients, it is necessary to compute model exact or full
NLO properties of the system as described by the mo
Hamiltonian. Full CI NLO properties can indeed be obtain
by employing the correction vector~CV! technique. The CV
method, being equivalent to a full SOS method in the cho
model space, also completely avoids the problem of con
gence inherent in the truncated SOS method. In the
method, without resorting to explicitly solving for the ex
cited states and the corresponding transition dipoles, we
tain the NLO coefficients from the correction vectors whi
are obtained by solving inhomogeneous linear algeb
e
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equations. It involves solving for the vectorsf i
(1)(v1) and

f i j
(2)(v1 ,v2) which are defined by

~H2EG1\v11 iG!f i
(1)~v1!5m̃ i uG&, ~3!

~H2EG1\v21 iG!f i j
(2)~v1 ,v2!5m̃ jf i

(1)~v1!, ~4!

whereH is the Hamiltonian matrix in the chosen many-bo
basis,EG is the ground state energy,v1 ,v2 are the frequen-

cies, andm̂ i is the ith component of the dipole displaceme

operator,m̃ i 5m î2^Gum î uG& and G is the average lifetime
of the excited states. It can be shown thatf i

(1)(v1) and
f i j

(2)(v1 ,v2) expressed in the basis of the eigenstates of
HamiltonianuR& are given by

f i
(1)~v1!5(

R

^Rum̃ i uG&
ER2EG1\v11 iG

uR&, ~5!
he
TABLE IV. The SHG coefficients~in a.u., 1 a.u.58.637310232 esu! of the substituted linear~PN!x system at excitation frequencies 0.65 and 1.167 eV. T
values in parentheses are obtained from a two state model.

N \v ~eV! bxxx bxxy bxyy byxx byxy byyy

6 0.65 229.08 37.17 21.25 33.51 20.76 9.98
~2354.73! ~269.74! ~29.59! ~275.95! ~211.48! ~0.05!

1.167 294.12 46.65 28.69 25.63 25.92 13.02
~2532.17! ~297.74! ~210.19! ~2127.72! ~219.32! ~0.07!

8 0.65 220.45 24.81 18.72 21.04 18.00 9.54
~2748.70! ~2164.90! ~227.34! ~2178.11! ~231.69! ~21.53!

1.167 2113.1 27.62 25.49 3.95 21.37 12.53
~21118.86! ~2231.82! ~231.21! ~2295.42! ~252.18! ~22.29!

10 0.65 36.01 2.72 10.62 0.84 9.84 6.99
~21148.72! ~2275.14! ~252.94! ~2294.23! ~259.54! ~26.00!

1.167 246.92 24.28 13.97 219.06 9.47 8.88
~21690.70! ~2384.13! ~263.52! ~2474.71! ~294.83! ~28.83!

12 0.65 2126.6 25.40 0.9088 23.96 1.61 23.18
~21297.01! ~2331.50! ~273.08! ~2350.48! ~279.73! ~212.85!

1.167 277.79 44.19 2.85 42.03 6.90 23.27
~21896.03! ~2464.04! ~292.43! ~2553.46! ~2123.76! ~218.78!



he
f i j
(2)~v1 ,v2!5(

S
(
R

^Sum̃ j uR&^Rum̃ i uG&
~ER2EG1\v11 iG!~ES2EG1\v21 iG!

uS&. ~6!

TABLE V. The SHG coefficients~in a.u., 1 a.u.58.637310232 esu! of the substituted linear CHX system at excitation frequencies 0.65 and 1.167 eV. T
values in parentheses are from a two state model.

N \v ~eV! bxxx bxxy bxyy byxx byxy byyy

6 0.65 106.60 10.19 7.14 10.93 7.10 2.63
~209.42! ~40.64! ~6.45! ~42.37! ~6.93! ~0.59!

1.167 140.61 14.50 9.38 17.60 9.25 3.49
~260.64! ~49.00! ~7.15! ~55.93! ~9.07! ~0.73!

8 0.65 221.75 15.26 10.30 17.20 10.25 3.45
~409.92! ~74.72! ~12.31! ~77.50! ~12.98! ~1.78!

1.167 315.35 22.97 14.19 32.00 14.14 4.83
~539.79! ~95.68! ~14.92! ~107.48! ~17.74! ~2.35!

10 0.65 369.05 20.72 13.06 24.42 13.03 4.12
~681.28! ~112.68! ~16.97! ~117.33! ~17.97! ~2.30!

1.167 564.50 32.24 18.73 51.25 19.03 6.07
~945.15! ~151.54! ~21.49! ~172.34! ~25.96! ~3.20!

12 0.65 533.01 26.47 15.39 32.31 15.37 4.66
~1001.12! ~151.54! ~20.64! ~151.88! ~22.10! ~2.50!

1.167 872.81 41.83 22.71 74.70 23.67 7.18
~1456.44! ~212.55! ~26.87! ~246.97! ~33.73! ~3.63!
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Therefore thef i
(1)(v1) andf i j

(2)(v1 ,v2) can be readily used
to compute linear and nonlinear frequency dependent po
izabilities within the PPP model. The NLO coefficients
terms of these correction vectors are given by

a i j ~v!5~^f i
(1)~v!um ĵ uG&1^f i

(1)~2v!um ĵ uG&!, ~7!

b i jk~v1 ,v2!5 P̂i jk~^f i
(1)~2v12v2!um ĵ ufk

(1)~2v2!&!, ~8!

g i jkl ~v1 ,v2 ,v3!5 P̂i jkl ~^f i
(1)~2v12v22v3!u

3m ĵ ufkl
(2)~2v12v2 ,2v1!&!, ~9!

where the operatorsP̂i jk andP̂i jkl generate all permutations
(2vs ,i ), (v1 , j ), (v2 ,k) and (2vs ,i ), (v1 , j ), (v2 ,k),
(v3 ,l ) leading to six terms forb ~with vs5v11v2) and 24

FIG. 3. Log–log plot ofbxxx vs system size, N, at two different excitatio
energies, 0.65 eV and 1.167 eV for push–pull polyenes.
r-
terms forg ~with vs5v11v21v3), respectively. The optic
coefficients so computed are exact within the Hilbert sp
chosen for the Hamiltonian. This is because the correc
vectors implicitly incorporate all the excited states of t
Hamiltonian in the configuration space in which it is define
If the Hamiltonian spans a finite dimensional Hilbert spa
as in the PPP models, we can get model exact optic co
cients. The linear algebraic equations that result, when E
~3! and ~4! are cast in the matrix form, can be solved ef
ciently by using a small matrix algorithm.30

III. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

The parameters for the PPP calculation on carbon
nitrogen systems have been optimized in the past.17,22 How-

FIG. 4. Log–log plot ofbxxx vs system size, N, at 0.65 eV for the unsu
stituted~PN!x chains.
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ever, standard PPP parameters for phosphorus is not kn
Therefore, before embarking on NLO calculations on line
phosphazenes, parameterization for phosphorus had t
carried out. The parameters required are: transfer integra
the P–N bonds,t, the on-site correlation energy,UP for phos-
phorus, the P–N single and double bond lengths and the
or orbital energieseP for phosphorus relative to nitrogen. T
determine the PPP parameters for phosphorus, we need
tronic spectra and the associated optical data on a well
fined system consisting of phosphorus and nitrogen atom
conjugation. The cyclic trimer~PN!3 is such a system whos
electronic spectra has been studied in some detail. The
tem has an experimentally determined uniform phosphor
nitrogen bond lengths of 1.62 Å.31,32 The on-site correlation
energy were taken as 11.64 eV for P and 14.12 eV for N
suggested by Flurry.33 The lower on-site correlation energ
for phosphorus compared to that for nitrogen reflects
more diffused nature of the valence orbital in the former. T
parameters that were varied were the transfer integral of
N–P bond and the site energies on the nitrogen and p
phorus atoms. The site energyep on P is taken as zero an
provides a reference for the site energy of nitrogen. Si
phosphorus is more electropositive than nitrogen, the ni

FIG. 5. Dispersion plot of the~PN!5 chain forbxxx .

FIG. 6. Log–log plot ofgxxxx vs system size, N, at two different frequencie
for push–pull polyenes.
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gen site energy is allowed to take only negative values. T
transfer integral was varied between 1.6 and 2.0 eV.

Properties of all the states were obtained for each par
eter set and they included dipole moments, transition dip
moments amongst the low-lying states. The optical gaps~Eg)
defined as the energy gap from the ground state to the sta
which the transition dipole is appreciable, were obtained
comparison with experiments. The set of parameters wh
reproduced the best optical gap, when compared w
experiments34,35 was chosen for all further calculations. Th
reported absorption spectrum of tricyclophosphazene ha
absorption maxima at 217 nm. One set of parameters
duced doubly degenerate excited states at 218 nm with
largest magnitude of the transition dipole moment from
ground state to any of the excited states. There is ano
doubly degenerate excited state at 198 nm whose intensi
;70% of the intensity of the transition at 217 nm. Th
however has not been reported in the literature since m
UV–visible measurements usually stop at about 200 nm.
parameters which produced the above excitation gaps
agreement with experiment areeN 525.8 eV andeP50.0
eV for the nitrogen and phosphorus atoms respectively.

FIG. 7. Log–log plot ofgxxxx vs system size, N, at two different frequencie
for push–pull~PN!x systems.

FIG. 8. Dispersion plot of~PN!5 for gxxxx .



N termi
In all c
t line
TABLE VI. Tumbling averaged SHG coefficients~in a.u., 1 a.u.58.637310232 esu! and THG coefficients~in 103 a.u., 1 a.u.55.037310240 esu! of
push–pull phosphazenes and push–pull polyenes. A corresponds to the electron pushing group at the P terminal and electron pulling group at thenal.
B corresponds to the electron pulling group at the P terminal and electron pushing group at the N terminal. C corresponds to push–pull polyenes.ases
the magnitude of push~pull! corresponds to the site energy of21 ~11! eV, relative to unsubstituted system. At every system size, the numbers in the firs
correspond to an excitation energy of 0.65 eV and those on the second line correspond to an excitation energy of 1.167 eV.

A B C

N bx
av by

av gav bx
av by

av gav bx
av by

av gav

6 28.159 45.93 0.7360 218.58 241.89 0.0212 113.7 13.07 0.8861
~267.27! ~52.66! ~7.201! ~232.98! ~252.40! ~0.3907! ~149.9! ~19.02! ~1.828!

8 22.199 33.09 1.381 16.40 268.90 0.3404 232.0 19.36 2.952
~290.37! ~32.26! ~14.81! ~5.365! ~234.79! ~1.855! ~329.5! ~30.81! ~7.931!

10 46.12 9.084 1.908 81.39 2101.9 0.8759 382.1 26.08 7.182
~235.95! ~20.3316! ~17.93! ~88.30! ~2130.9! ~4.559! ~583.4! ~44.65! ~24.92!

12 2125.19 21.74 2.474 173.1 2139.1 1.611 548.4 33.08 14.34
~272.24! ~40.20! ~20.28! ~216.5! ~2179.1! ~8.632! ~896.2! ~59.97! ~71.41!
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transfer integral istPN51.76 eV. As mentioned earlier, th
on-site repulsion parameters were held fixed at the va
suggested by Flurry.33 The difference in the values of thes
parameters from the nitrogen atoms in cyanine dyes is du
the fact that we have used phosphorus as the reference
while in cyanine dyes, carbon was the reference atom. S
differences could also arise due to the qualitative differe
that exists between the cyanines and phosphazenes. To o
transfer integrals for values of bond length different fro
1.62 Å, we have assumed linear variation of the trans
integral with bond length for small changes in bond leng
around 1.62 Å. Shorter bond lengths correspond to prop
tionately higher transfer integrals. In case of the ( –PvN–)x

linear chains, the P–N single bond length was taken to
1.74 Å and the PvN double bond length was fixed at 1.52
corresponding to a 7% bond length alternation in linear ph
phazenes reported previously.36 Similar to what was done in
the case of polyenes,37 the transfer integrals for the P–N
single and double bonds were fixed at 1.40 and 2.12
respectively, assuming thattP–N(r )5tP–N(r 0)23.27(r 2r 0),
where tP–N(r 0)51.76 eV atr 051.62 Å. TheP–N–Pbond
angles were fixed at 120° and thetransgeometry was main-
tained throughout the calculations. The quantities compu
include the NLO coefficientsa, b, g along with the ground
state dipole moment and the optical gap. In our calculat
the molecules were considered two dimensional and w
confined to thex–y plane. Thez-components of all the NLO
coefficients were, therefore zero. The tumbling average
ear polarizability and first and second hyperpolarizabilit
are given by

ā5~1/3!(
i 51

3

a i i , ~10!

b̄ i5~1/3!(
j 51

3

~b i j j 1b j j i 1b j i j !, ~11!

ḡ5~1/15!(
i 51

3

(
j 51

3

~2g i i j j 1g i j j i !, ~12!

which are useful for comparison with experimental resu
obtained from solution measurements.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Calculations were performed on a number of plan
phosphazene oligomers. Optical gaps,Eg ~defined as the
lowest excited state to which the transition dipole from t
ground state is appreciable!, dipole moments, and oscillato
strengths~calculated from exact transition dipole momen
and optical gaps! were obtained for the linear chain phos
hazenes, N–~PvN)n– P, and for the corresponding cycli
phosphazenes forn varying from 2 to 5. The variation of the
optical gap with inverse system size is shown in Fig. 1. W
find that the chains show a very small variation with t
system size while the rings show a sharp drop in the opt
gap with increase in the system size. Both the systems, h
ever, show a very good linear dependence on inverse sys
size. This allows for extrapolation of the optical gap to t
infinite system size. The extrapolated optical gap obtain
from the chains data is 3.89 eV while that obtained from
rings data is 3.51 eV. These two values imply that the lo
chain phosphazenes will have an optical gap of 3.7060.19
eV. This optical gap of 3.7 eV in phosphazenes is mu
larger than that in polyenes which is 2.8 eV.8

The ground state dipole moment as well as the transi
dipole moment to the lowest excitation increase with incre
ing n. We show a plot of the magnitude of the transitio
dipole moment vector per PN unit as a function of syst
size in Fig. 2. Also shown on the same plot is the Hu¨ckel
transition dipole per PN unit. We note that the Hu¨ckel tran-
sition dipole is smaller than the transition dipole in the co
related model. This behavior is opposite to what is obser
in polyenes where the Hu¨ckel theory predicts larger trans
tion dipoles and thus higher intensities. This can be attribu
to the fact that the correlations reduce the energy differe
between the ionic and the covalent VB configurations in l
ear phosphazenes. This allows easier charge separation
pared to the Hu¨ckel model in which the difference in energ
between ionic and covalent states is rather large. The Hu¨ckel
transition dipoles show a weaker dependence on the c
length compared to the transition dipoles in the PPP mo
~Fig. 2!, which can be understood from the fact that Hu¨ckel
model favors charge separation to be spread out over
entire system compared to the PPP model.
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We have computed the linear and nonlinear optic
sponse coefficients for the~PN!x system and have compare
them with those of polyenes and push–pull polyenes~see
Tables I and II for the all the components ofa!. We find that
the a i j values for the~PN!x and ~CH!x are comparable in
both the unsubstituted and push–pull substituted system
the same size. Thea i j values for the two systems are als
comparable at both the frequencies at which we have c
puted the polarizability.

The second harmonic generation~SHG! coefficients for
the ~PN!x systems are very different from those of the~CH!x

systems. The SHG coefficients are all zero in the latter, in
absence of any substitution, because of the presence o
inversion center. The inversion symmetry can be broken
introducing push–pull groups. In order to compare the pus
pull polyenes with the~PN!x system, we have studied th
push–pull substituted~PN!x systems.

In Tables III, IV, and V, we present the results for all th
nonzerob components for the~PN!x , push–pull~PN!x , and
push–pull~CH!x systems at two frequencies, 0.65 and 1.1
eV, the latter being the fundamental frequency of the N
YAG laser at which experimental measurements are n
mally carried out. We have reported uniqueb components
since the overall permutation symmetry including the Kle
mann symmetry is valid at these frequencies which are a
from resonances. We have also reported the correspondib
values from a two level approximation9,38 in all these sys-
tems. The two levels, we consider, are the ground state
the excited state to which the transition dipole moment
the largest value. This criterion is important since in t
~PN!x systems as well as the push–pull polyenes, the tra
tion to the lowest excited singlet is usually weakly allow
as this excited state is derived from a dipole forbidden co
lent state of the corresponding system with electron–h
symmetry. We first note that theb values calculated from the
two-level approximation are in poor agreement with the
act values. Even in the context of multiply substituted pus
pull polyenes, it was shown earlier28 that the two-level ap-
proximation breaks down completely. In the~PN!x systems,
each component of the ground state dipole moment is la
than the corresponding component of the dipole momen
the excited state that has large transition dipole to the gro
state. This necessarily implies that the low-frequencyb val-
ues are all negative.

The exactb value corresponding to the dominant com
ponent (bxxx), on the other hand, is positive at the low
excitation energy of 0.65 eV for all the systems and is ne
tive for small system sizes at the higher excitation energy
1.167 eV. The low-frequencybxxx values increase superlin
early with system size. The dependence has the formbxxx

;Na. It is not possible to find such a dependence at
higher frequency where, depending on the system size,
chain could be on either side of a resonance. Introductio
the push–pull groups in the~PN!x system leads to negativ
value for bxxx component even at the low excitation fr
quency of 0.65 eV in the~PN!3 and ~PN!4 systems, while it
becomes positive for the~PN!5 system. Thus, power law fo
the system size dependence ofbxxx for the push–pull system
cannot be obtained. The push–pull polyenes with site e
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gies corresponding to the push and the pull groups oe
561.0 eV have much larger first hyperpolarizability r
sponses than the~PN!x systems with or without push–pu
groups. We also find that the dominant componentbxxx has
the same sign in the push–pull polyenes for all system s
at both the excitation frequencies. The power law expon
for the push–pull polyenes at 0.65 eV is 2.33~Fig. 3!. In
case of the~PN!x system, the log–log plot is quite nonlinea
However, taking into account the system sizes correspond
to ~PN!4, ~PN!5, and ~PN!6 we can estimate the power law
exponent. We find that in the~PN!x system, in the absence o
any push–pull group the exponent at the same excita
frequency is 4.58~Fig. 4!. This shows that the~PN!x system
has a stronger dependence on system size for sizes a
from the thermodynamic limit. At the thermodynamic limi
the properties become extensive and we should expect a
ear dependence of all these coefficients as a function of
tem size. We have also shown the dispersion of thebxxx

component as a function of the excitation frequency in F
5. It is interesting to note that the sign of the coefficientbxxx

changes well before the first singularity. This is because
the~PN!x system, the sign of all the dipole matrix elements
not the same and the sign of the coefficients cannot be
dicteda priori. The first singularity occurs at 2.04 eV in th
~PN!5 system and corresponds to the excited state at 4.08

The largest component of the THG coefficient of t
~PN!x system is thexxxx component and all other compo
nents are smaller by over a factor of 5 for the lower exci
tion frequency~0.65 eV! and by a factor of 20 for the highe
excitation frequency~1.167 eV!. The dominant componen
increases by a factor of about 5 in going from the low fr
quency to the high frequency for all system sizes from~PN!3

to ~PN!6. All the components except thexxxxcomponent are
negative at the low excitation frequency. At the higher ex
tation frequency, theyxxxcomponent also becomes positiv
For all system sizes, thegxxxx values of the~PN!x are con-
sistently smaller than thegxxxx values of the correspondin
~CH!x systems. At the excitation energy of 0.65 eV, thegxxxx

values of the~PN!x is smaller by a factor of 2 for hexatriene
and a factor of 6 for the dodecahexenes.

The power law exponent for the major component at
two frequencies are 2.61 at 0.65 eV and 2.79 at 1.167
~Fig. 6!. We can compare these with the values for the po
enes systems which are 4.04 and 5.43~Fig. 7! at these fre-
quencies, respectively. This implies that the THG coefficie
would be far smaller for~PN!x systems than for the polyen
systems of the same size at higher chain lengths. We
show in Fig. 8 the dispersion relation for the largest comp
nent gxxxx. Thus, while the~PN!x systems have nonzer
SHG response, they are not as good as polyenes for TH

We have also studied push–pull~PN!x systems by intro-
ducing an electron pushing group at the terminal P site
an electron pulling group at the terminal N site. The behav
of the dominant components ofb in the push–pull systems
as a function of size do not show any regular trend. At 0
eV excitation frequency, thebxxx component has a negativ
sign for the~PN!3, ~PN!4, and~PN!6 systems but the sign is
positive for the~PN!5 system. Even among the first thre
oligomers, the magnitude changes nonmonotonically. T
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bxxy component in the two shorter oligomers are posit
and larger than thebxxx components. At 1.167 eV excitatio
frequency, for all the oligomers,bxxx values have the sam
negative sign but the variation is nonmonotonic. Introduc
an electron pulling group at the phosphorus end seem
improve the SHG response of the system, when compare
the response with electron pushing group at the phosph
end. In Table VI, we present the tumbling averagedb values
for various system sizes for the two kinds of substitutio
We see that the magnitude of the SHG response in all c
is larger with electron pulling group at the phosphorus e
and electron pushing group at the nitrogen end. Howeve
we can see from Table VI, the SHG response of substitu
push–pull systems is much smaller than in the correspon
push–pull polyene systems.

The THG coefficients show a marginal increase with
troduction of the push–pull groups, if the electron push
group is at the phosphorus end~Table VI!. The THG re-
sponse becomes weaker if the pushing and pulling gr
positions are reversed. In both cases, the tumbling avera
THG coefficients are smaller than in the correspond
push–pull polyenes~Table VI!. The power law exponent fo
the dominant component with electron pushing group at
phosphorus end, at 0.65 eV is 1.8, which is smaller than
value for the unsubstituted~PN!x system at the same excita
tion frequency. Even at 1.167 eV excitation frequency,
dominant THG component,gxxxx, shows only a slight
monotonic increase. The power law exponent at this
quency is smaller at 1.5. This shows that introducing pus
pull groups is not conducive for increasing the SHG or
THG response of the~PN!x systems.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the linear and n
linear optical properties of the inorganic analogs of the po
enes, namely~PN!x systems, theoretically using the Parise
Parr–Pople model. We have fixed the nitrogen a
phosphorus parameters for the PPP model by fitting the l
lying spectrum known experimentally in a few systems. T
optical gap in the thermodynamic limit of the~PN!x system
is much larger than that in the polyenes. We have compa
their low-lying electronic excitation and dynamic linear a
nonlinear optic responses with those of polyenes. The~PN!x

systems exhibit linear and THG responses comparable
those of polyenes. However, they exhibit weaker SHG
sponse than the push–pull polyenes. This could be bec
~PN!x system can be viewed as a polyene system with a
nate push and pull groups introduced along the chain ato
In the case of polyenes, such a substitution pattern has
shown to be less efficient for SHG than when the push
pull groups are introduced only on the terminal sites of
chain.28 These coefficients also have a weaker system
dependence than that in the polyenes. If push–pull gro
are introduced in the linear chain phosphazenes, then a p
ing group at the P-terminal end and a pulling group at
N-terminal end will be desirable.
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